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Disk shredding and 
decommissioning

When buying new devices, what do you 
do with the old ones? Our End-of-life 
services look at taking care of the 
onerous task of storing and securely 
disposing of all your old equipment. If 
logistics and storage is an issue, we 
offer flexible options for warehousing 
and shipping of all your old equipment 
to make the burden a little easier.

Endpoint services 



Disk shredding and decommissioning

Note: All prices on this document are in $AUD, excluding GST
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Asset tracking and documentation  

After we receive your hardware we audit and record all the assets into a detailed report 
for you. This helps you keep track of your assets so that you can advise as on what you 
want to dispose of or keep.

Secure wipe or device destruction  

If the devices have seen their day, we can destroy any hard drives and e-waste them 
while also decommissioning the rest of the hardware for recycling. To comply with 
security policies and procedures we offer a certificate of destruction and video 
recording of any disks destroyed.

Disk Shredding Services 
Service Quantity SKU Price (ex GST)

HDD Destruction 1-100 Disks SVCS-PSFP1210 $ 18 / HDD

101-250 Disks SVCS-PSFP1211 $ 14 / HDD

251+ Disks SVCS-PSFP1212 $ 9 / HDD

LTO Media 

Destruction 

1-100 Tapes SVCS-PSFP1213 $ 10 / Tape

101+ Tapes SVCS-PSFP1214 $8 / Tape

Our process:

Shipping and Logistics 

Old devices can often sit in a cupboard or in a box in a room for an extended period. 
We understand getting rid of these devices can be an issue of logistics and time 
spent. Let us take the brunt of getting these devices out of your hands, we can 
organise packing and shipment back to our warehouse to process any devices that 
require decommissioning.

Storage and warehousing  

Is space an issue for you in your office or building? Truis has warehousing facilities 
suited to store and begin processing your aging hardware. Our state-of-the-art facility 
can house any type of hardware from large storage units to racks and servers. 


